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                                     Eye Donation Awareness program 

(5
th

September, 2023) 

To enable another person obtain vision is one of the best forms of charity. Even 

after death the donor lives in the eyes of recipient. Eyes from a dead person can 

enable two blind people to acquire vision.With this objective our college 

organized an eye donation awareness program on 5
th
 September 2023 for the 

students.  

The program was inaugurated by the Principal of college, Dr. Sapna Nanda 

motivating the students for eye donation and encouraging them . Dr. Tanu 

Singh, Assistant Professor from GMCH – 32, Chandigarh and his team was the 

key note speaker of the program.  

The team  explained that millions of people suffer from blindness due to various 

reasons, including corneal diseases, injuries, and congenital disorders. Eye 

donation can help restore vision to those who are blind or visually impaired. 

The team  also explained the process of eye donation, which involves removing 

the cornea from the deceased donor's eyes and transplanting it into the eyes of a 

recipient. The cornea is the clear, outermost layer of the eye that helps focus 

light on the retina.  

The doctor also spoke  about the importance of eye donation from a medical 

perspective. He explained that corneal transplantation is a safe and effective 

procedure that can restore vision in most cases. He also dispelled some common 

myths about eye donation, such as the belief that it disfigures the donor's face or 

that it is against religious beliefs. 

Dr. Kusum concluded the event by delivering the formal vote of thanks, 

whereby she mentioned the importance of having vision in life and how eye 

donation can make that possible for those who lack that vision. Audience was 

motivated to make their contribution in this Nobel cause as a service to the 

humanity and to aware people further about it.  

 



Few Glimpses of the event: 
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